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Abstract
With the expansion of content sources on web 2.0, is an
important issue of content-based filtering where the
framework abilities to take user ratings from user’s activities
in regards to one content source and utilize them over the
other content types. When the service is restricted to
recommend the content of an indistinguishable case, for the
user is now utilizing, the value from proposed framework is
altogether less than for this content whatever the user using is
now, he will be recommended to use other content types. For
instance, recommend news articles based on history of
browsing, playing similar characteristic music to the song
supplied by the user as an initial seed and providing document
recommendations.
Many content-based recommender
systems are active on websites like Pandora Radio, Internet
Movie Database and Rotten Tomatoes etc. In spite of many
successful recommenders there is even a need for an accurate
one. Recent studies focus on combining social annotation
through community detection with collaborative recommender
systems. In this manuscript, we propose a framework, which
merges
both
community
detection
and
content
recommendation in order to amend the existing community
based recommendation. The efficiency of the proposed
approach is compared against the traditional approaches.
Experimental results show progress in resolving the issues
faced by the collaborative approaches.
Keywords: Community Detection, Content
Recommendation, Rating, Visualization perusing

based,

INTRODUCTION
Advances in technology has added to the establishment of a
new era of services such as web logs, wikis, social media and
social networking sites such as Facebook, Twitter, Wikipedia,
YouTube, Amazon, Flickr, and Google+. The information
accessible is extremely valuable, however the sheer amount of
it (called information overload) and its uncertainty due to
various formats, and constrains. Recommender systems have
been suggested to address this data over load issue by filtering

suitable information and recommending items that are nearer
to the pastimes of the users [1]. These recommender systems
are effectively implemented in popular websites such as
Amazon, Flip kart and Netflix etc. Typically, conventional
recommender systems use either the collaboration between
items and users (collaborative based) or an integration of them
(hybrid based) or the content of items (content based). Yet
they experience the ill effects of sparsity, cold start and over
specialized recommendations [2].
Moreover the general premise is that users of a domain are
identical and independent, whereas in genuineness, people
turn to friends, they trust for the hint [3, 4]. These social
interactions among users are completely ignored in traditional
recommender
and
thus
they provide
unrealistic
recommendations [5, 15]. The information produced from
social networks can take on a major role in knowledge
discovery, information diffusion and in application
development and could address the shortcomings related with
conventional recommenders.
This paper proposes a Community Based Content
Recommender System (CBCRS) that uses an user interacted
item inside a community, and giving a recommendation that is
similar in content to that item and belongs to the same
community. Due to being content community based, the
CBCRS tends to the accompanying downsides in
recommendation scenario:
1. The user profile is constructed by exploiting the ratings
made by him, but not by seeing the closest neighbors of the
active user (like collaborative approach).
2. It is capable of recommend new user and thus defeating the
cold-user problem related with new users.
3. It generates recommendations by considering moderately
small set of data, but not the whole set of neighbors and in this
way conquering the sparsity issue.
The Framework is applied in the social network of movies in
MovieLens data set wherein the network is a collection of
interactions which can be established based on edge list or
adjacency matrix when a community algorithm is applied on
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it, it results a tightly connected clique called community.
These social systems are critical as nodes within a community
tend to possess identical attributes.

collaborative approaches. A very little literature is focuses on
content based approaches which provide actionable
information filtering and are the basis for text mining. The
proposed framework focus on this issue in order to
recommend items for the users based on content.

RELATED WORK
User preference is made based on preferences and interests in
view of preferences given by the user to certain items along
with the content related to them in content-based
recommender systems. Preferences/Tastes can be gathered
either explicitly from users, by requesting that they rate an
item, or implicitly analyzing his doings. By comparing the
user profile in contradiction to topographies of all items
recommendations are then generated for him. A substance can
be represented using keyword-based models, in which the
recommender makes a Vector Space Model (VSM) portrayal
of specific features where an item is mapped by a vector in a
multi-dimensional distance. These dimensions represent the
features used to key out the details. This implies, the system
determines a significance of the user’s interest towards the
items. For example, in the movie recommendation, the
features refers to an item can be actors, director or genre. With
this feature the content-based recommender system may
actually handle cold-start problem [8].
In the literature, many content-based recommendation
algorithms have been proposed. One such traditional
algorithm is established on a KNN approach in which the user
preference of an unknown item is calculated based on all
items known by the user in the catalogue [9, 10]. According to
its similarity with the known items every item's contribution is
used to predict the preference score [11]. This similarity can
be evaluated using several measures like Cosine, Pearson, etc.
which completely depend on users’ rating history and miss the
social interactions between users. There is a recent trend in
combining recommendation from social networks and
community
detection
to
improve
personalized
recommendations related to users belonging to the similar
community.
Many static community detection algorithms have been
suggested which can expose the users’ preferences based on
clustering model and hybrid approach [12, 13, 14]. Sahebi [6]
proposed an approach using community detection to provide a
solution to the cold start problem. Qiang [16] also defined a
new approach based on multi-label propagation algorithm for
static community detection. The notion behind using this
algorithm is to utilize the overlapping community structures to
recommend items. Louvian community detection applied on
social network from the Internet Movie Database to provide
personalized recommendations based on the evolved
communities. A memory based community proposed by Zhao
[17] based on matrix factorization using Latent Dirichlet
allocation method on social network.

Basic Concepts
Content-Based systems focus on properties of items on what
the user has favoured in the past. Similarity of items is
determined by evaluating the similarity in their properties. An
item profile is to be constructed for each point which is a
record or collection of records representing important
characteristics of the item that are easily seen [18].
The chief component of the CF-based recommender systems
lies in its capability to decide which users accept the most
common with a given use. Hybrid CF is the combination of
both CF and content based approaches. Many advances are
there working out the similarity between users. The following
are the most common approaches:
Correlation-based: This correlation is calculated by comparing
the active users’ rating with co-rated items. The following
equation illustrates the correlation between user u and its
adjacent user v , where m is the list of co-rated items
between u and v .
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Cosine-based: Users are considered as vectors in the N
dimensional item-space. The similarity is calculated by
finding cosine between the vectors. The similarity between
user u and v in the rating matrix is denoted by

COS (u, v) 

ru .rv
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The traditional approaches for the collaborative filtering
recommendation, consider top-k nearest neighbourhood in the
entire dataset. To reduce this subset authors has proposed
community based recommender systems. In this framework
we are proposing content based community recommender
system to exploit the benefits of both content and
collaborative approaches.

The above methods only deal with static networks and on
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preferences are used to build a network. In this work, the
vertices of the network are assumed to be items and hence the
communities are tight subgroups of similar genres.

PROPOSED WORK
A. The pre-processing Step
In this framework we build a content-based recommender
engine based on movie genres only. It may be possible to
include multiple attributes that have been determined to be
important. A user profile is necessary to define what a user is
inclined to prefer, and can be constructed based on the
viewing behaviour or user’s preferences. We assume if a user
rate an item if he prefers to promote that movie. These genre

The data available in the movieLens contains all genres
related to that movie. A genre_matrix is created for each
movie to indicate which genre was present in that movie.
Afterward the genre_matrix and rating matrix is converted
into a binary matrix. Finally the user profile builds which is
the dot product of the genres and the rating information as
shown in Figure.1.

(a)

(b)
Figure.1: (a) A Sample of generating feature matrix and co-occurrence information and (b) the sample user profile for 25 movies.

The network is a collection of interactions and these are
constructed based on the co-occurrences of genres when
applied a community detection algorithm on it, it results a

tightly connected clique, called communities [19, 20, 21] as
shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: A Sample recommendations.

B. Community Detection Step

D. A Running Example

The relation between two vertices is modelled using the coratings between genres. Indeed an edge between vertices
occurs when at least one movie has the same genre for both
of them. Based on the network relations, a community can
be defined as a set of items that are strongly connected. The
advantage is that a community is restricted to only genres
(e.g. Horror, Romance, Sci-Fi, etc.) in our framework. In
doing this we use a Label propagation algorithm [22, 23]
which is a popular and efficient algorithm to detect disjoint
as well as overlapped communities[24,25] in static
networks. The drawback lies in disjoint communities is,
based on frequent interactions the vertices are forced to
belong to a single community even though it has
participation with multiple communities. Despite of its
disadvantages, we aim to find the disjoint communities in
static networks, founded along the combination of genres
every item (or vertex) belongs to an undivided community.

A simple example is shown to illustrate the procedure using
the proposed approach. Let us consider the user ratings of
the movie ratings shown in Figure 3, discovered three
communities namely: C1, C2 and C3 as shown in Figure 4.
The rating scale from 1 to 5 directs the level of user’s
concern in items, where 1 represents the unconcerned and 5
represents the most concerned item. With the intention to
recommend items to the first user, we need the concerned
item and candidate items. The item with the highest rating is
the target/concerned item and the items belongs to the
community of the target item and are not rated by the active
user are the candidate item. In our example the target item
for the first user is Leaving Lasvegas and candidate items
are Powder, Copycat, Sense and sensibility, Casino, Waiting
to exhale, etc.
In the process of computing predictions for the first user the
first row is considered shown in Figure 3 and accordingly
the concerned item and candidate items are taken from
community C3 shown in Figure 4 and the similarities are
computed using Correlation-based shown in Table 1. For
simplicity we have used the starting letter of the item in the
following equation to compute the prediction for the
candidate item Powder. After predicting all candidate items
the highest preferred items are recommended to the active
user.

C. Recommendation Step
In this step, the learned patterns and user profile will be
exploited to find the inclination of each user towards each
genre. These characteristics will help the recommender
system to predict the future preferences. A highest rated
item (called target item) for each user is identified. The
items which are not rated by the current user and belong to
the target items’ community are treated as candidate items.
The list of neighbor items in order to recommend items to
candidate items is restricted to community, but not the
whole set of neighbors.
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Figure 3: User recommendations for 25 movies

Figure 4: Identified communities based on genres

Table 1: A sample of similarity measures for the target item

small dataset in MovieLens available through the website
(https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/).
When
the
framework is applied to this dataset it has discovered six
communities and the clustering coefficient is 0.8742. Using

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
In the experiments, we looked into the performance of our
approach with state-of-art algorithms and traditional content
based recommender algorithm. We propose to use the ml-
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the traditional approaches users were recommended the
movies which cover almost all genres in the dataset as
shown in Table 2.Whereas the users are mostly recommend

the genres belongs to the community of the active user in the
proposed approach as shown in Figure 5 and comparison of
community approach is
shown in
Table3.

Table 2: Top 5 Recommendations for the first user using traditional algorithms and the proposed approach

Figure 5: Genre distributions for all communities

is to incorporate the static community detection approach in
the context of recommender systems. To achieve that, we
have firstly created a feature matrix with columns
representing genre name and a binary value indicate that
genre was present in each movie. User profile gets created
by applying the dot product operation on feature matrix and
rating matrix. Secondly, the network interactions collected
from the co-occurrences of the genres and apply community
detection algorithm to reveal the tight sub-structures having
similar features. Finally, the predictions for the candidate
items are calculated from the active users’ high-level
semantic genre features community. The proposed approach
has shown a significant progress in accuracy when
compared with state-of-the-art recommendation approaches.
Our work can be extended to explore low-level visual
features than typical expert annotation method.

Table 3: Comparison

Conclusion And Future Work
In this paper we propose community based content
recommender system which provides fast and accurate
recommendation services to users. The novelty of this work
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